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Abstract: Reflective practice is defined by John Dewey as a
proactive, ongoing examination of beliefs and practices, their origins

and impacts. In the reflective practice, tfte teacher and learners are

eogaged in a continuous qcle of self-observation and self-evaluation

in oraer to understand their own actions and reactions, and thereby

develop the teaching-leaming process on an on-going basis' While

English is regarded as cornpulsory in the preparation of more q-ualified

human resources for the country, there are still complaints about the

low English mastery of the majority of secondary and tertiary

education graduates in tndonesia. It seems likely that bringing the

reflective practice in the TEFL classrooms will help improve the

teaching-leaming of English in a more caring and responsive manner.

It is expected that this will not only improve the English mastery, but

also develop personal talents and capacities of the learners. The

features of reflective practice in TEFL and their advantages for
personal and professional development will be further discussed.
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At present Indonesia needs potential graduates who are competent in

their academic mastery and skillful in the applications of technology

relevant to the job market, to develop more qualified human resources for
the country. Ilthis respect, English is regarded compulsory since it is the

language used for wider communication. Some major international

domains of English afe among others: the working language of intema-

tional organizations and conferences, scientific publications, international

banking, economic affairs and trade, advertising global branch, audio-
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visual cultural products, international tourism and tertiary education
(Graddol, 1997:8). The short-list shows that English plays a significant
role in the global trends, which may shape the social and economic world
in the third millennia. Needless to say, it is essential for Indonesia to
prepare its human resource with mastery of English so as to be ready to
compete at the national and international levels.

However, generally speaking, there seems to be a gap between the
qualrty ofsecondary and tertiary education graduates on the one hand, and
the requirements they have to meet at the job-market on the other. This is
due to the general condition in the teaching English as a Foreign
Language (TEFL) classes. There are some observable dislocations, like
the gap between the expectations and the reality of academic literacy of
teachers and students - especially in understanding references written in
English, the gap between the theoretical and practical applications in the
English teaching-leaming practices, and the gap between the required
conducive learning condition and the available facilities to strengthen
foreign language teaching-learning practices. They put a heavy constraint
in the preparation of the younger generation in the nation building and
extra effort has to be taken to develop qualified human resource for the
country.

It seems obvious that the effectivenes s of the MKDU Bahasa Inggris,
eaming two or three credits, taught for 100 minutes per week r.vith the
objective to increase the English proficiency of university students is
questionable. In order to meet rnarket demands, many universities have set
up some'requirernent for their &.1 students to show a TOEFL score of
around 400 to 450 before graduating, and provided intensive training
progrilms to help students improve their English rnastery. An increa*sing
nurnber of students make efforts to participate actively in university
intensive courses, or to join private courses mushrooming in the society.
This indicates that most students realize the importance of English and
that there is a high motivation, on their part, to master the foreign
language well. Unfortunately, sooner or later, the enthusiasrn fades away
when leamers have to deal with many faceted problems in learning
English - particularly in the TOEFL preparation classes. TOEFL indeed is
meant for learners at the intermediate level, while the majority of learners
have not reached that level yet. This gap indicates that there is still a need
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to further increase the quality of the EFL teaching-leamils practices, so

that attempts to master tte languag e afe achallenge rather th* l burden'

AnoptiontoimprovethequalityoftheTEFLclassesisdoneby
means of bringing ,Lfl".tiu. practiies in the TEFL classes. In the

reflective classes, teachers and learners ale encouraged to practice self-

assessment and to discuss their perceptions, beliefs and attitudes openly'

dry 
"r" 

engaged in active inteiactions, emphasizing on som€ ethics of

"uiig, 
a crlat]ve problem solving in a constructive dynamic learning

aUnoiphere. By adopting reflection in the teaching-learning process' the

TEFL classes 
-will 

not onty provide ample opportunity for learners to

make use ofthe foreign language features, but also support personal and

professional development oi both the teacher and learners. This matter

will be further discussed in the paper, by means of emphasizing on the

foundations of reflective teaching, and a case of developing reflection

practice in the TEFL class.

SOME NOTDS ON REFLECTTVE PRACTICE

The reflective practice has its root in Jobn Dewey's (1930) concept

of reflection, which he definos as: "a proactive, ongoing examination of
beliefs and practices, their origins and their impacts" (stanley, 1998 in

Florez, 200i). In ttre course of titn", the reflective practice has been

influenced by various phiiosophical and pedagogical theories. The

affecting elements are constructlvism, humanism, critical pedagogy and

prugmuir*, all of which contributing to shape the concepts and practices

of reflection in class (Florez, ibid). To start witl, there is an influence of
constructivism theory, which perceives leaming as an active process' In

this process individuals reflecf upon their rscent and past knowledge and

.*poi.r"., in their attempt to generate new ideas and concepts. It is based

on ttt" assumption that an understanding of the world is not "something

given", but rnust be actively constructed. Knowledge rnust be understood

irr."laiion to the relevant context. Besides, it also rests on the rejeotion of
absolute truth. Individuals may have different interpretations on certain

particular data. Therefore, any judgrnent is possible as long as there are

reasonable explanations.
The factor affecting reflective practice is its humanistic approach.

Reflective thinking values the opinions of individuals regardless of age,
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sex, religion and ethnicity. In the reflective practice, individuals are
expected to express themselves in an easy and acceptable manner, which
can foster individual growth. To rephrase, there is an ethic of caring for
one anotler in the reflective practice, and since reflection rejects values
that can limit growth, the reflective teaching-learning process supports
personal and professional development.

In addition, critical pedagogy and pragmatism are two other theories
affecting reflective practice. In terms of the former, individuals are noted
to carry out somo introspection of their potentials and careful examination
of their past experienees. Learning from previous experience makes up the
basis for further development. In other words, both the teacher and
learners need to make some self-assessment and critical evaluation of their
potentials, which can be used as intakes to determine further steps"

Finally, the pragrnatism aspect emphasizes on refining ideas obtained
through experience followed by some active implernentation for further
development. This is related to the need to take intelligent action after
taking thoughtfui consideration and analyzing of previous experience. It is
worth adding that doing reflection is not necessarily rntended to solve a
particular problern. Rather, its objective is to observe and refrne the
teaching-leaming process for further developrnent on an ongoing basis.

The above description indicates that reflective practice involves four
stages, namely: some self-assessment of past experience, an attempt to
understand and analyze it, then a search for the ways different situations
might show altemative actions and reactions, and finally an effort to
create and implement a plan that involves new insights. The stages are
cyclic and ongoing, and are expected to create insights for refinement in
future growth. Hence, the reflective practice will provide opportunities for
both the teacher and learners to develop their personal and professional
development.

ADOPTING RET'LE CTIVE TEACHIN G-LEARIIING PRACTICN

Andrusyszyn (2001) states that reflection in the context of learning is
a generic term for those intellectual and affective activities in which
individuals are engaged to explore their experiences in order to lead to
new understandings and appreciations. The above definition shows that
rcflcction practice emphasizes reflexive examination of experience and
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findingideasforfurtherdevelopmentinanacceptableandappreciative
manner.

In the conventional practice, teachers often have to cover pre-

designed materials within'a certain time frame, so that the learning

actiiities are rigidly patterned. Although there is commonly a room for

Jir.urrion pru"Ii"., ,nost of the time, discussions in the TEFL classes are

limited to questions of a general nature, referring to the subject rnatter

discussed. There is often n-ot enough space for teachers to make learners

tf"J-J"rpf' about how far they hive iearned and whether their learning

has any relevance to their needs. The difference between the conventional

and th! reflection practices is that the former usually probe questions to

ask fnr information and opinion. Teachers' questions would be like:
l.Whut is the topic sentence of ttt. putugraph?" and 'What's your opinion

about the arrangement of ideas?" In reflective thinking, however, leamers

are motivatea to Oo some reflection and to raise questions about their own

;;;"t;;;., like "How do I feel about my work-paper?"olMhat do I find

interesting in this task?" "How could I modiry it to make it relevant to my

needs?" desides, it is also possible for their peers and the teacher to raise

similar questions, so that they provide feedback for the learners in a

Giti;" **n.r. The teacher 
-*uy 

also assist in reflective questioning,

-t i"t will help learners rnake connections between what they are leaming

*itft tft.ir personal experiences and knowledge. In turn, this wili make

learners more reflectivl in their thinking, speaking and rvriting. By doing

so, both teachers and leamers can get better insights about how well the

learners master a particular learning material and whether it is relevant to

their needs. In this mattetr, Andruisyszyn (ibid) mentions that teachers

should not shift fronn topic to topic quickly, without allowing adequate

time and space for conceptualization, reflection and integration. It is

essential foi teachers to hilp learners make connections between what

they are leaming in class and their personal experiences and knowledge'

In a refleitive class, activitiss need to be integrated in order to

stimulate reflective thinking. To introduce learners to reflective thinking,

the teacher has to sta* frori asking thern to do an observation task, such

as: ..observe the learning facilities in the library", then move on to

assigning them to do a reflection task, such as: "Describe a confirsing

,u*n't you experienced when you first make use of the library services of
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the university". As indicated earlier, there are four steps in the reflective
cycle. It starts from an assignment 'to observe for gaining experience,',
and moves on 'to describe what happened objectively", then 'io analyze
by interpreting, drawing conclusions and generating options by means of
viewing the situation through different perspectives", and arrives at ..to
plan for intelligent aotions". In the above reflection task, for instance, the
last part of the assignment will be sornething like 'planning to use the
library services effectively in the future". As indicated in the cycle. the
reflection practice stirnulates the processes of analysis, sy'nthesis, and
evaluation.

Reflection tasks can be conducted independently or in groups, and
rnay take such forms as developing a mind map, anaryzing a cise study or
designing a project. on the one hand, group work can be quite time-
consuming, but on the other, it provides a learning opporhrnity to practice
using the language leamed, and at the same time to stimulate cooperative
learning that emphasizes on knowledge building. In addition, the
reflective aspect embraces introspections ofpersonal experiences that can
enhance leaming. In the Indonesian cultural context, where coliectivism is
a dominant feafure, the reflective group work is also usefirl for leamers to
practice critical thinking and to develop personal confidence befbre
producing properly designed individual projects in the future

Generally speaking a reflective program includes sessions that are
commonly found in the conventional in-service training. A language
teaching guide, f,or instance, may include general questions like: a) whit
am tr tsaching? b) what do I want my students to do with this material? c)
F{ow rvill tr know if my students have learned the materiar? and d} F{orv
will I prepare my students to demonstrate their leaming? In the reflecfion
practice, however, the above guide is to be developed to herp language
teachers to define their purposes in the classroom as clearly and preiiseiy
as possible during the preparation stage. Besides, room has to be made for
reflective thinking, If the pu{pose is not clearly articulated, a teacher
might find difficulties to identi$z what is working, what is not, and why it
is not working. Specific answers to the questions lead to a crear
description of the steps and purposes of delivering the lesson. An example
of a frarnework generated during the preparation stage is as follows:



Teaching-Learning Points

I

tt

J

4

Guidlng Points

What am I teaching? Linguistic items:
Vocabulary: kinship terms, house-work tsrms

Grammar ioints: personal pronouns, possessive adjectives'

present tense, sentence pattems: WH'

Patterq affrmative Pattem

Cultural points: comparisons of family units, kinship 
.' 

relations, andthe functions and positions

of the members of the familY'

I anzuage skills: speaking, listening-
What do I want mY

students to do with the

materials?

;* St",t*t *ilt have 3 minutes to describe his family' the

kl"thtp relations and the functions and positions of family

nnembers to the rest ofthe class'

o Students will ask and answer questions about their families

and reiated topics. This will take place in groups'

o Students will make observations and discussions about

similarities and differences of kinship relations' and their

firnction and positions in ther families-
How will I know if
students to have learned

the materials?

;- By "t*"ltt 
g 

"t"ng 
students as they work in small groups

to listen to then as they ask and answer questions;

o By listaring to students as they deliver their presentations;

" B; listening to students as they rnake o-bservalions and

discussions about the similarities and differences among

their families.

How will I prePare mY

sludents as theY make
observations to
demonstrate their
learning?

a)

b)

Presentation (10 minutes):

Teacher dtaws family lrees on the b'oard

Teacher shows pictures of his families
Teacher expiains the relationships' functions and 

.

positions of th. l'u*ilyrn"rnbers related to the topic

and writes keYwords.

Practioe (30 minutes)
Teacher points to two family members in the picture;

students show their relations

Teacher introduces the queslion: "What is the

relationship between X and Y?"
Teacher has students produce the ques'tion and directs

them to ask and answer one another'

Teacher introduces the question: "How is X's function

diffsrent from Y's?
Teacher has students produce the question and directs them to

ask and answer one alothor
Teacher introduces the question: "How is X's function

similarto Y's?'
Teacher has shrdents produce the question and directs them to

ask and answer one another

Use (40 minutes)
Students draw oictures oftheir family-tre!!'

c)
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The above plan includes a reflection practice, which differentiates it
from the conventional lesson. As indicated above, in any reflection
practice, there is always a project or task presentation that is critically
questioned through reflective thinking. The essential function of this part
is to build knowledge based on personal experience. This is the part where
the presenter obtains feedback from the person himselt his peers and the
teacher, and it has to be analyzed for further development. There are
various ways to obtain feedback in a reflective process. some of them are
by means of keeping a joumal or a portfolio, watching a videotape, and
developing reflective partnership. These strategies help the elicitition of
opinions, and provide sources for critical analysis and tlocumentation.

Learners usually need time to tryr to understand their own actions.
Besides, they also need to pructice seeing the reactions they prompt in
themselves and in others. A learner's self,-analysis may include looking
for the answers to the following issues;

- What have tr learned so far?
' What insights have I gained about myself and my leaming?
- What has helped me to learn?
- What has hindered or not helped my leaming?
- What challenges or questions clo I have at this point?
To be able to answer the above questions, learners need to practice

reflective thinking. They often have to learn from one another through
shared experiential leaming. In this matter, Culantomo (1982) states that
individuals may take different learning patterns in experiential leaming.

Studants show the functions and positions of the members
of the families.
In small groups, Students ask each other questions about
their families.
Some Students give a 3 minute presenlation of his family
Teacher points to drawings and asks students to makg
observations about similarities and dififlerences

5 How do I expect to
obtain feedback through
reflection'l

Closing (10 minutes)
o Students (presenters) make reflections: a) how they feel

about the task; b) how they would like to modifu it and
make it better; o) how it is relevant to their needs.

o Other Students provide feedbaok by doing the same
reflections about the task.

. Teacher concludes the discussion, hightigirting the
significant points.
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Experiential learning comprises concrete experience' observations and

i"fi."tionr, formation of abstract conceptualization and generalizations,

und t".tirrg of implications of concepts in new situations. It seems that

ilr*g .iperien"e, in learning is quite beneficial. Due to the different

;;.,i. in experiential learring, ihuting experiences in. cooperative

ir;;;t is userirl for widening the learners, knowledge, and for shaping

il coicepts, attitudes and beliefs. Likewise, while learners share

,rp.rirn.o in doing the on-going self-analysis, there is a sense of caring

among them during the learning process'

Beside learners, the teachii also has the opportunity to do reflective

thinking based on the learners' actions and reactions. He obtains feedback

;;;;;ffig how well his leamers master the learning material.during the

,rfir"ti"! process. The intake can give insights for revising the learning

materials, redesigning his approaches and teaching techniques' and even

modifying the iourJe ptog*. They are also useful to reshape his

pr."#rrir and beliefs. Tirough continued self-analysis, the reflective

iru"tice can thus improve ift. teacher's teaching profession. To
'ru*uri"*, in the refleciion practice, the teacher and leamers are involved

in a continuous cycle ofself-observation, self-analysis and self-evaluation,

which brings about personal and professional development'

POST.SCRIPT

The above discussion indicates that the reflection practice has several

advantages in terms of flexibility, professionalism and sustainability' As

reflectiJn practice enhances personal experience, it easily accommodates

the variety of purposes in fgplJ. This is relevant to the present TEFL

situation, 
-wheie i.u*.., have various aims in learning the foreign

i*g,rug". TEFL classes particularly those for adult learners usually vary

in Jreiiobjectives, curricula, instructional contexts and learning facilities'

so that the reflection practice is likely suitable to accommodate the

variations.
Since the reflective process practices on going intellectual exercises

and stimulates cooperative learning, it fosters personal and professional

development. Learners are trained io exercise making analysis, synthesis

and evaluation, and planning future actions, so that they get experienced

in solving problems -logicaliy, systematically and contextually based on
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their experiences in an inquiry moder. Besides, they are trained to develop
human capabilities for taking responsibilities. and working independently
or in groups, which is part of the requirements at wJrk. The TEFi
teachers are also able to deverop professionalism since the reflection
practice promotes some careful planning and implementing of
instructions. Teachers also improve fheir uuititv to critically view the
ongoing analysis as well as to respond spontaneously during the feedback
sessions.

since the reflection practice is carried out on an ongoing basis, it also
supports sustainability. The cyclical process deals wiitr reflection,
implementation and follow-up activities that do not only make room for
continued progress of the TEFL program, but also foster the growth of
skills and attitude of leamers and of the teacher. sooner or later, the
continued reflective thinking will also become a good habit.

. 
Reflection practice has been adopted in several parts of the world,

parlicularly in the usA. The Teacher Knowledge project at the school for
International rraining in vermont, for instance aims at designing, doing,
do-cumenting, and disseminating reflective professional derlelopment" A
reflective training program for teachers - particularly language teachers -
is usually based on the beliefthat professional develop*-"rifo, teachers
must embrace ongoing, in depth, and reflective examination of their own
teaching and learners' learning.

ln addition, reflective thinking has been identified as a prerequisite
competency f,or beginning nurse practitioners in Australia and New
zealand. Teekman's research (1999) found out that reflective thinking is
an effective tool for theory development in practice; it contributes to
learning situational "know-how" rather than "theoretical knowledge,'.

The above discussion of the nature of reflection practice shows that
it is worth considering to adopt the reflective naturo in the TEFL teaching-
learning practices in Indonesia. The Indonesian systern ofeducation todiy
needs to make more space for leamers to exercise thinking critically,
making_analysis, sy,nthesis and evaluation, and planning future actions"
The reflection practice also enables rearners io p.a"ii". the use of
language independently or in groups. Besides, the Indonesian culture
accepts the concept of gotong-royong, which is close to the practice of
shared experiential learning. considering that reflectiu" pro"Ls fosters
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personal and professional growth, it is expected that introducing reflection

into the TEFi classes wilicontribute to the preparation of more qualified

graduates for the country.
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